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For any given channel W with classical inputs and possibly quantum outputs, a dual classical-input chan-
nel W K can be defined by embedding the original into a channel N with quantum inputs and outputs. Here
we give new uncertainty relations for a general class of entropies that lead to very close relationships be-
tween the original channel and its dual. Moreover, we show that channel duality can be combined with
duality of linear codes, whereupon the uncertainty relations imply that the performance of a given code
over a given channel is entirely characterized by the performance of the dual code on the dual channel. This
has several applications. In the context of polar codes, it implies that the rates of polarization to ideal and
useless channels must be identical. Duality also relates the tasks of channel coding and privacy amplifica-
tion, implying that the finite blocklength performance of extractors and codes is precisely linked, and that
optimal rate extractors can be transformed into capacity-achieving codes, and vice versa. Finally, duality
also extends to the EXIT function of any channel and code. Here it implies that for any channel family, if the
EXIT function for a fixed code has a sharp transition, then it must be such that the rate of the code equals
the capacity at the transition. This gives a different route to proving a code family achieves capacity by
establishing sharp EXIT function transitions.

1 Introduction
Duality is an important concept in many branches of mathematics, often enabling given problems to

be transformed into dual versions that are simpler to solve. Recently, the author and collaborators have
introduced a dual channel in the context of quantum information processing and polar coding [1–4]. The
dual construction applies to channels with classical inputs and classical or quantum outputs and is designed
so that the original channel and its dual can both be embedded into the same quantum channel. Constraints
on the form of quantum channels then lead to nontrivial constraints on the behavior of the channel and its
dual.

Here we investigate the notion of duality more comprehensively. We find that it is entirely compatible
with the duality of linear codes generally, as well as the notion of channel convolution appearing in belief
propagation decoding and polar coding more specifically. Entropic uncertainty relations imply constraints
between a wide variety of entropic functions of the channel and code, including EXIT functions. As the class
of entropies is quite large, including Rényi entropies for instance, this essentially means that the behavior of
a code over a channel is determined by that of the dual code over the dual channel.

Channel duality has several applications, which we briefly describe here by way of outlining the structure
of the paper. In the next section we set the mathematical stage and define the class of entropies under
consideration. Section 3 is then concerned with the definition and properties of dual channels themselves. In
particular, duals of simple classical channels are given, and its relation with channel convolution is established
in Theorem 1. The main result of §3, Theorem 2 is a tight entropic uncertainty relation between a channel
and its dual. Some implications of this relation are given, such as the precise tradeoff of channel capacities
and equality of channel dispersions. Perhaps more importantly, Theorem 2 also implies that the rates of
polarization of arbitrary channels to either the ideal or useless channel are in fact identical; this is stated
precisely in Corollary 6.

Section 4 considers duality for codes and channels. After examining the notion of code duality in the
quantum-mechanical setting, the dual of a encoder and channel combination is shown to be related to ran-
domized encoding of the dual channel in Proposition 4. The tight entropic relation for channels is then
extended to the channel and code case in Theorem 3. This implies that channel coding and privacy amplifi-
cation are closely related, so that randomness extractors can be used to create channel codes, and vice versa,
where the error probability of the code is precisely related to the quality of the extracted key. Morever, the
optimal finite-blocklength sizes of channel codes and randomness extractors sum precisely to the blocklength,
as seen in Corollary 7. This can be used to sharpen bounds on finite blocklength bounds on randomness ex-
traction as illustrated in an example. Finally, duality for EXIT functions is shown in Theorem 4. Combined
with capacity duality, it implies that sharp transitions in the EXIT function must occur “at capacity”, i.e. at a
noise parameter such that the corresponding capacity equals the rate of the chosen code. This replaces the
area theorem in locating the transition, as used for instance in the proof by Kudekar et al. that Reed-Muller
codes achieve capacity over erasure channels [5].
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Mathematical setup

First let us fix the notation used to describe classical random variables, quantum states, and channels of all
kinds. For a random variable X over alphabet X , we denote its probability distribution by PX and the size of
its alphabet by |X |. The Hilbert space associated with a quantum system A is denoted HA and its dimension
|A|. The set of density operators on HA, i.e. the positive semidefinite linear maps from HA to itself having unit
trace, is denoted DpHAq. A channel W which takes z P Z to W pzq P DpHq is called a classical-quantum or
CQ channel. A fully quantum channel, say from DpHAq to DpHBq, will be denoted EB|A. This notation mimics
the notation for conditional probability distributions, which are channels from classical systems (random
variables) to classical systems. In the same spirit, just as PX is the marginal probability of X when working
in the context of the joint distribution PX Y , for quantum states %A is the marginal state when working in
the context of a joint state %AB P DpHAbHBq, i.e. %A “ TrBr%ABs. We also occasionally abuse notation by
referring to a pure state (density operator of rank one) by its nonzero eigenvector in situations calling for
density operators, e.g. |σyA as the input to a channel.

The construction of the dual makes use of two conjugate bases of the input Hilbert space, which are
defined using the discrete Fourier transform. Let t|zyud´1

z“0 be an arbitrary basis of some H of dimension d and
then define the conjugate basis with elements |rxy “ 1?

d

řd´1
z“0 ω

xz |zy for x “ 0, . . . , d ´ 1 and ω a primitive

dth root of unity. We will also make use of the operators X “
řd´1

z“0 |z ` 1yxz| and Z “
řd´1

z“0 ω
z |zyxz|, and

we will refer to the |zy basis as the standard basis and |rxy as the conjugate basis. Arithmetic inside kets is
understood to be modulo d. Observe that X “

řd´1
x“0ω

´x |rxyxrx |. The canonical maximally entangled state on
HAbHA1 with HA1 »HA associated with the standard basis is |ΦyAA1 “

1?
|A|

ř

z |zyA|zyA1 “
1?
|A|

ř

x |rxyA|´ x̃yA1 .

The use of the Fourier transform is related to treating the input alphabet Z of CQ channels as an Abelian
group. In this setting, it is natural to consider a CQ channel W to be symmetric if there exists a set of unitary
transformations Uz for z P Z such that Uz1W pzqU

˚
z1 “W pz` z1q for all z, z1 P Z. Here U˚ denotes the adjoint

of the map U . Two CQ channels W : Z Ñ DpHq and W 1 : Z Ñ DpH1q are said to be output equivalent if
there exist quantum channels E : DpHq Ñ DpH1q and F : DpH1q Ñ DpHq such that EpW pzqq “ W 1pzq and
FpW 1pzqq “W pzq for all z P Z. We will regard them as equivalent, denoted W »W 1, if there exists a bijection
T on Z such that W 1 ˝ T is output equivalent to W . Equivalence in this sense is that of equivalence for coding
purposes.

The properties of quantum channels will also be important in the construction of the dual channel. The
most important of these is the Stinespring representation theorem, which states that any channel EB|A :
DpHAq Ñ DpHBq can be represented by an isometry from HA to the joint system HBE “ HB bHE , followed
by discarding E. Formally, EB|Ap%Aq “ TrErVBE|A%AV˚BE|As for some isometry VBE|A and all %A P DpHAq. Us-

ing the representative isometry we can define the complementary channel E7E|A by the action E7E|Ap%Aq “

TrBrVBE|A%AV˚BE|As for all %A P DpHAq. (Note that 7 does not operate on the system labels of the channel, but

˚ does.) The representative isometry is not unique, but for any two isometries VBE|A and V 1BE1|A associated
with the same channel there exists a partial isometry UE1|E such that V 1BE1|A “ UE1|EVBE|A. (We only require
U˚E1|EUE1|E to be a projection onto the image of VBE|A.) Thus, the complementary channels are also not unique,
though essentially so, as they are all related by the action of partial isometries on the output system.

2.2 Dual entropies

Entropy duality will also play a crucial role in the results, which hold for a wide variety of entropy measures.
Following [6], let Dp%,σq for % P DpHq and σ a positive operator on H be a divergence measure which
satisfies the following four properties:

1. Monotonicity, or the data-processing inequality: For any channel E , Dp%,σq ě DpEp%q,Epσqq,

2. Normalization: For c ą 0, Dp%, cσq “Dp%,σq ´ log c,

3. Dominance: For σ1 ě σ, Dp%,σ1q ďDp%,σq, and

4. Zero: Dp%,%q “ 0.

Using any D we may define two conditional entropies

HÓpA|Bq% :“´Dp%AB, IAb%Bq , and (1)

HÒpA|Bq% :“max
σ
r´Dp%AB, IAbσBqs . (2)
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Each has a dual, defined by HKÓ pA|Bq% :“´HÓpA|Cq% for pure %ABC , and similarly for HKÒ pA|Bq%.
The standard von Neumann entropy HpA|Bq%, defined using the relative entropy Dp%,σq “ Trr%plog%´

logσqs, is self-dual. The optimal σB is the marginal %B, so HÓpA|Bq% “ HÒpA|Bq%. We will also be interested
in the dispersion V p%,σq “ Trr%plog%´ logσq2s.

There are two especially useful versions of the Rényi entropy in the quantum setting, defined using either
the Petz [7] or sandwiched [8, 9] Rényi divergences, respectively:

D̄αp%,σq :“ 1
α´1 logTrr%ασ1´αs and (3)

D̃αp%,σq :“ 1
α´1 logTrrpσ

1´α
2α %σ

1´α
2α qαs . (4)

Both of these satisfy the four properties above (for an excellent overview, see [10]). Various duality relations
are known for the various Rényi entropies [8, 11–14]. In particular,

pH̄Óαq
K “ H̄Ó2´α α P r0,2s (5)

pH̃Òαq
K “ H̃Ò

α{p2α´1q α P r 1
2 ,8s (6)

pH̄Òαq
K “ H̃Ó1{α α P r0,8s. (7)

Especially useful are the min- and max-entropies, Hmin “ H̃Ò8 and Hmax “ H̃Ò1{2, which are dual to one another.
These can also be directly defined by

HminpA|Bqψ “ max
σPDpHBq

suptλ P R :ψAB ď 2´λIAbσBu (8)

HmaxpA|Bqψ “ max
σPDpHBq

log |A| FpψAB,µAbσBq
2 , (9)

where Fp%,σq “ }
?
%
?
σ}1 is the fidelity, the quantum analog of the Bhattacharyya parameter.

In all these examples, the dual entropy is itself known to be a divergence-based entropy for an appropriate
choice of divergence. But we could also choose different variants of the Rényi divergence, for which the duals
of the associated conditional entropies are not known to themselves come from a divergence, such as the
maximal [15] or the reversed sandwiched relative entropy [16], respectively1

Dmaximal
α :“ 1

α´1 logTrrσ1{2pσ´1{2%σ´1{2qασ1{2s and (10)

Dreverse
α :“ 1

α´1 logTrr
´

%
α

2pα´1qσ%
α

2pα´1q
¯1´α

s . (11)

Another example is the conditional entropy based on hypothesis testing [17]. Consider the the minimum
type-II error in asymmetric hypothesis testing of % versus σ with fixed type-I error,

βεp%,σq :“mintTrrΛσs : TrrΛ%s ě 1´ ε, 0ď Λď Iu . (12)

Then the divergence Dεhp%,σq “ ´ log βεp%,σq
1´ε satisfies the four properties above [18].

Beyond the framework of entropy duality based on relative entropies, another dual pair is given by the
smooth min- and max-entropies. To define them, first define the purification distance Pp%,σq between two
states % and σ to be Pp%,σq “

a

1´ Fp%,σq2. Then denote by Bεp%q the set of states with distance no larger
than ε from %. Finally, we can define the smooth entropies:

HεminpA|Bq% :“ max
%1PBεp%q

HminpA|Bq%1 and (13)

HεmaxpA|Bq% :“ min
%1PBεp%q

HmaxpA|Bq%1 . (14)

Min- and max-entropies with identical smoothing parameters are dual to one another [19].
Mostly we will be interested in the entropy of a classical random variable conditional on a quantum system,

say X given B. This is denoted HpX |Bqψ where the state ψX B is the CQ state ψX B “
ř

x PX pxq|xyxx |X b
p%xqB corresponding to the ensemble tPX pxq,%xux . Often the classical random variable will be the result of
measuring a quantum observable, say the observable Z on system A. Overloading notation somewhat, we
denote this random variable ZA and the conditional entropy by HpZA|Bqψ, where now ψ denotes the state
prior to the measurement. Formally, if %ZB “

ř

z |zyxz|Z b TrAr|zyxz|AψABs, then HpZA|Bqψ “ HpZ |Bq%.

1These can be shown to satisfy dominance using [6, Lemma 5].
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The min-entropy of a CQ state is directly related to the optimal probability of guessing the value of the
random variable by making a measurement of the quantum system [12]. Formally, for a CQ state ψX B, let

PpX |Bqψ :“max
Λx

ÿ

x

PX pxqTrrΛx%x s, (15)

where the optimization is over all POVMs tΛxu, i.e. sets of positive operators Λx on HB such that
ř

x Λx “ I.
Then

PpX |Bqψ “ 2´HminpX |Bqψ (16)

Its dual, the max-entropy, is related to the quality of X as a secret key relative to B, as the fidelity measures
how close the CQ state is to one in which X is uniform and completely independent of B. This is a form of
“decoupling” of X from B. We will denote the decoupling quality as QpX |Bqψ :“ maxσPDpHBq FpψX B,µX b

σBq
2. Then, from (9) we have 2HmaxpX |Bqψ “ |X |QpX |Bqψ.

3 Dual channels
3.1 Definition and basic properties

The notion of a dual channel based on embedding both the original and dual channels into a single quantum
channel is implicit in [1, 2, 20]. Here we follow and add detail to the more explicit presentation of [3, 4].
Consider an arbitrary CQ channel W with classical inputs in an alphabet Z and quantum outputs which are
density operators on the Hilbert space HB. We can embed W in a quantum channel NB|A from A to B which
measures the quantum input A in the |zy basis and then produces the corresponding output ϕz in B. Formally,
this is described by NB|Ap%Aq “

ř

zxz|%|zy pϕzqB. The dual channel comes from using the complement of NB|A,
restricted to inputs diagonal in the conjugate basis. Formally,

WKpxq :“N 7
E|Ap| x̃yx x̃ |Aq . (17)

As noted above, the complement is not unique, so the definition in (17) leads to a family of dual channels.
Nevertheless, since complementary channels are all related by partial isometries, all possible dual channels
are equivalent to one another. For a convenient concrete representation, let |ϕzyBD be a purification of ϕz
and define the isometry VBC D|A by

VBC D|A|zyA “ |zyC b |ϕzyBD . (18)

Here C D together form the dilation space E. Defining |θxyBC D :“ VBC D|A|rxyA, the channel outputs are simply
WKpxq “ pθxqC D.

It is also useful to note that we can generate the outputs of W and WK from the following maximally-
entangled quantum state |ψyABC D by measuring system A appropriately. Using the two expressions for |ΦyAA1
in the standard and conjugate bases, we have

|ψyABC D “ IAb VBC D|A1 |ΦyAA1 (19a)

“
1?
d

ÿ

z

|zyA|zyC |ϕzyBD (19b)

“
1?
d

ÿ

x

|´ x̃yA|θxyBC D . (19c)

where we now take V to act on HA1 . By the definition of |ΦyAA1 , measurement of A in the standard basis t|zyu
clearly yields |zyC |ϕzyBD for outcome z, and subsequently tracing out C D gives W pzq. Meanwhile, measure-
ment of A in the conjugate basis t|rxyu yields |θxyBC D for outcome ´x , and subsequently tracing out B gives
WKpxq. Indeed, we could just as well take this procedure of starting from (19) and measuring appropriately
as the definition of the dual, and we will frequently make use of this formulation in the remainder of the
paper.

Equivalent channels W and W 1 have equivalent duals:

Proposition 1. For any two CQ channels W and W 1 such that W »W 1, it holds that WK »W 1K.

Proof. LetNB|A andN 1
B1|A be the quantum channels associated to W and W 1, respectively. By equivalence, there

exist channels EB1|B and E 1B|B1 such that EB1|B ˝NB|A “ N 1
B1|A and E 1B|B1 ˝N

1
B1|A “ NB|A. Now suppose VBE|A and

V 1B1E1|A are Stinespring dilations of NB|A and N 1
B1|A, while UB1D1|B and U 1BD|B1 are dilations of EB1|B and E 1B|B1 . By
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the first equivance statement, there must exist a partial isometry T 1D1E|E1 such that UB1D1|BVBE|A “ T 1D1E|E1V
1
B1E1|A.

Similarly, by the second, there exists a partial isometry TDE1|E such that U 1BD|B1V
1
B1E1|A “ TDE1|EVBE|A. Hence we

can define FE1|Ep¨q “ TrDrTp¨qT
˚s and F 1E|E1p¨q “ TrD1rT

1p¨qT 1˚s to satisfy W 1K “ F ˝WK and WK “ F 1 ˝W 1K,

where V and V 1 are used to define the complements in the duals WK and W 1K.

Because the channel NB|A measures the input in the |zy basis, the outcome |zy shows up in the Stinespring
isometry. Therefore it is in some sense copied to the output of WK. This leads to symmetry of the dual channel,
which is present even if the original channel W is not symmetric. Specifically, an easy calculation shows that
|θxyBC D “ Z x

C |θ0yBC D, and therefore the value of x modulates system C with the unitary operator Z and doesn’t
involve B or D. Thus, the dual channel has a simple group covariance structure WKpxq “ Z x

C WKp0qZ´x
C ,

irrespective of the properties of W .
This also immediately implies that pWKqK fi W in general. However the dual of the dual is the sym-

metrized version Wsym of W , in the sense of [21, Definition 1.3]. More specifically, for a general CQ channel
W , let Wsym be defined by Wsympzq “

1
|Z|

ř

z1 |z` z1yxz` z1| bW pz1q. Then we have

Proposition 2. For any CQ channel W, pWKqK »Wsym. If W is symmetric, then pWKqK »W.

Proof. Iterating the above construction of the dual, it follows that the output of pWKqK for input y is the B1B
marginal of the state

|ξyyBB1C D “
1?
d

ÿ

x

ωx y |xyB1 |θxyBC D (20a)

“
1
d

ÿ

xz

ωxpy`zq|xyB1 |zyC |ϕzyBD . (20b)

Direct calculation gives pξyqBB1 “
1
d

ř

z |Ćy`zyxĆy`z|B1 b ϕz , which is the output of Wsympyq, up to Fourier
transform on B1.

For symmetric W , suppose we perform a controlled-unitary operation on B1B which applies U˚y`z to B

when B1 is in the state |Ćy`zyxĆy`z|. This produces pξ1yqB1B “ µB1 b pϕ´yqB. Since we can invert the input to

W and append µB1 to obtain this state, pWKqK is equivalent to W .

3.2 Duals of classical channels

The dual of a classical channel has a particular form. Suppose that the ϕz are determined by a conditional
probability distribution PY |Z in the sense that ϕz “

ř

y PY |Z“zpyq|yyxy|, and define the unnormalized states

|ηyy “
1?
d

ř

z

b

PY |Z“zpyq|zy. Computing V |0̃y, we find

V |0̃y “
ÿ

y

|ηyyC |yyB|yyD. (21)

Observe that the norm xηy |ηyy is just 1
d

ř

z PY |Z“zpyq, i.e. PY pyq assuming that Z is uniformly distributed.
Now we can write a useful form for θx :

θx “
ÿ

y

Z x
C |ηyyxηy |C Z´x

C b |yyxy|D. (22)

Thus, the dual of a classical channel outputs two systems, one classical and one quantum. The former (system
D) records the classical value of y , while the latter (system C) is a pure state |ηyy which has been modulated
by Z according to the value of x .

In case the quantum outputs of the channel are commuting states, we can regard the channel as a classical
channel. This can only happen in two ways: either PZ|Y“y is uniform, in which case the outputs are orthogonal
states, or PZ|Y“y is concentrated on only one value of Z , and the output is the same for all inputs. In the former
case, the input is completely recoverable from the output in C , while for the latter recovery better than blind
guessing is completely impossible. Thus the only classical channels which have classical duals are erasure-like
channels in which the output y in D indicates whether the input is perfectly recoverable from C or has been
essentially erased.

For binary-input channels, since the quantum outputs Z x |ηyy are pure states, they are completely char-
acterized by their overlap cosϑy “ |xηy |Z |ηyy|{xηy |ηyy. Working this out explicitly, one finds

cosϑy “ |PZ|Y“yp0q ´ PZ|Y“yp1q| , (23)
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which is just the |D|-density of the original binary-input classical channel [22, Eq. 4.12]. The duals of binary
symmetric and erasure channels are computed in [4], and the results can be immediately understood using
(23). The BEC is its own dual, in the sense that BECppqK “ BECp1´pq. This can be seen because the overlaps
are either zero (y “?) or one (y “ 0, 1), corresponding to quantum outputs 1?

2
p|0y ` p´1qx |1yq or |0y

respectively. Thus, the value of x is perfectly recoverable when y “? but not at all when y “ 0,1. The dual of
the BSC, meanwhile, has pure state outputs (up to equivalence), taking x to

?
p|0y`p´1qx?1´ p|1y. Again

using (23), it is clear that the overlap |1´ 2p| is the same for both values of y , so we can dispense with this
part of the output of the dual. Comparing to the form of (22), the fact that that any symmetric binary-input
classical channel can be thought of as a heralded mixture of BSCs (see, e.g. [23]) is reflected in the fact that
its dual is a heralded mixture of BSCs.

Constructing the dual of the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel, W : z Ñ y “ z ` N
with N normally-distributed, is more subtle, because strictly speaking the framework above does not apply.
Since the outputs are continuous, we would like to use |yy for y P R, but this is not a proper basis set. Put
differently, ϕz “

ş

dyPY |Z“zpyq|yyxy| is not a proper density operator. Nonetheless, the ultimate result will
look essentially the same: The dual WK will take x to a joint classical-quantum system, a classical random
variable Y governed by PY pyq and an associated qubit C in the state Z x |ηyy. The precise details of the
construction will be reported elsewhere.

3.3 Extremality of the BSC and its dual

The BSC and its dual are extremal binary-input channels in the following sense. First, any such channel
can be degraded to a BSC, simply by performing the optimal measurement for distinguishing the outputs.
This operation preserves the trace distance (the quantum analog of the variational distance) of the two
outputs, δpW q :“ 1

2}ϕ0 ´ ϕ1}1, since the optimal measurement is known to have an error probability of
1
2 p1´ δpW qq [24, 25]. Let us denote this channel by WBSC. Similarly, any binary-input channel can be up-
graded to a channel with pure state outputs, simply by finding pure states |Ψ jyBB1 such that ϕ j “ TrBrpΨ jqBB1s

for j “ 0, 1. By Uhlmann’s theorem [26] (see also [27, Theorem 9.4]), it is possible to find purifications such
that Fpϕ0,ϕ1q “ |xΨ0|Ψ1y|, so this construction preserves the fidelity. Let us denote the resulting pure state
channel by Wpure, and the fidelity of the outputs of any binary-input channel symmetric W as FpW q.

Duality relates these two constructions in an elegant way. To see this, we first state a result shown in the
proof of [4, Proposition 3.6], and we include the proof here for completeness.

Proposition 3. For any binary-input symmetric channel W, δpW q “ FpWKq.

Proof. Using Uhlmann’s theorem and (19), for unitary U we have,

FpWKq “max
U
|xθ0|UB|θ1yBC D| (24a)

“max
U

1
2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

zPt0,1u
p´1qzxϕz |UB|ϕzyBD

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ (24b)

“max
U

1
2 |TrrUpϕ0´ϕ1qs| (24c)

Since }A}1 “maxU |TrrUAs|, the desired result follows.

Now degrade WK to a BSC. We have δpWKq “ δppWKqBSCq by the properties of the degrading map, which
together with Proposition 3 implies FpW q “ FpppWKqBSCq

Kq. Since ppWKqBSCq
K is a pure state channel with

the same fidelity as W , it is necessarily equivalent to Wpure. Therefore, we have shown

Corollary 1. For any binary-input symmetric CQ channel W, Wpure » ppW
KqBSCq

K.

3.4 Channel convolution

As discussed in [4], the dual is compatible with the notion of channel convolution appearing in the setting of
polar codes. Essentially the same notion also appears in belief propagation decoding of general binary linear
codes, as the update rules for messages at check and variable nodes [22]. The check pfq and variable pfq
convolutions are defined by

rW fW 1spzq :“W pzq bW 1pzq, (25)

rW f W 1spzq :“ 1
2 W pzq bW 1p0q ` 1

2 W pz` 1q bW 1p1q. (26)
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In the context of polar coding, the check convolution is precisely the “worse” channel synthesized from W
and W 1, call it W a W 1, while for symmetric W and W 1, the variable convolution is equivalent to the “better”
synthesized channel W ‘ W 1. Formally,

W a W 1 “W f W 1 and (27)

W ‘ W 1 »W fW 1 . (28)

To see the latter, first observe that the better channel has outputs

rW ‘ W 1qspzq “ 1
2 |0yx0| bW pzq bW 1pzq ` 1

2 |1yx1| bW pz` 1q bW 1pzq . (29)

Symmetry of W amounts to the existence of a unitary operator U such that W pz`1q “ UW pzqU˚ for z “ 0,1.
Therefore, applying U if the first system is in the state |1y and doing nothing otherwise results in the state
1
2

ř

z1 |z
1yxz1| bW pzq bW 1pzq for input z. Since the first system is independent of the second two, we have

W ‘ W 1 »W fW 1 for symmetric W , as intended.
The compatibility of convolution with the dual is the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For any two binary-input CQ channels W and W 1,

pW fW 1qK »WK f W 1K and (30)

pW f W 1qK »WKfW 1K . (31)

Proof. Let ϕz and ϕ1z be the outputs of W and W 1, and similarly θx and θ 1x the outputs of WK and W 1K,
respectively. Now consider the states |ψy and |ψ1y from (19) associated with W and W 1, and denote the
respective systems involved by ABC D and A1B1C 1D1. Applying a CNOT operation from A1 to A yields

|ηy “ U CNOT
A1ÑA|ψyABC D|ψ

1yA1B1C 1D1 (32)

“
1
2

ÿ

z,z1
|z` z1yA|z1yA1 |zyC |z

1yC 1 |ϕzyBD|ϕ
1
z1yB1D1 . (33)

In the conjugate basis the CNOT gate has the same action as in the standard basis, but with control and target
reversed. Therefore we may write

|ηy “ 1
2

ÿ

x ,x 1
|xyA|x ` x 1yA1 |θxyBC D|θ

1
x 1yB1C 1D1 , (34)

where we have abused notation by omitting tildes on the A and A1 basis states to denote use of the conjugate
basis.

The outputs of WfW 1 can be generated from this state by measuring system A1 in the |zy basis, discarding
the C and D systems, and making use of channel symmetry. In the binary-input setting, symmetry amounts to
the existence of a unitary operator U such that W pz`1q “ UW pzqU˚ for z “ 0, 1. Applying U to B conditional
on the value of z` z1 in A therefore gives the state

|η1y “ 1
2

ÿ

z,z1
|z` z1yA|z1yA1 |zyC |z

1yC 1 |ϕz1yBD|ϕ
1
z1yB1D1 . (35)

Measuring A1 and discarding C D gives output states 1
2

ř

z |zyxz|Ab pϕz1qB b pϕ
1
z1qB1 for measurement result

z1. Since the A part of the state is independent of the rest, the outputs are equivalent to rW fW 1spz1q. By
Proposition 1, the outputs of the dual can therefore be obtained by measuring system A1 of |η1y in the Fourier-
conjugate basis and discarding systems ABB1. But since |η1y differs from |ηy only by a unitary action on AB,
which will anyway be discarded, the outputs of the dual can just as well be obtained from |ηy. Using (34),
these are easily seen to be just rWK f W 1Kspxq.

For the second statement, return to (33) and note that measuring A in the |zy basis and discarding
A1CC 1DD1 gives the states rW f W 1spzq. Thus, the outputs of pW f W 1qK can be generated by measuring
A in the |rxy basis and discarding BB1, for which it is convenient to use (34). Again using channel symmetry to
shift the index x 1 to x in |θ 1x 1yB1C 1D1 , the outputs are easily seen to be equivalent to those of pWKfW 1Kq.

In the context of polar coding over memoryless channels, one considers repeated convolution of a channel
with itself, with a random choice of which convolution to use at each step. Theorem 1 immediately gives a
duality relation, a weaker version of which was recently used by the author and collaborators to study the
capability of polar codes constructed for a given channel to be used for another [4]. Suppose yn P t0, 1un for
integer ną 0 and let ȳn “ 1n` yn (understood modulo 2), where 1n is the length-n string of 1s. Then define
Wyn recursively as Wyn´1fWyn´1 if bn “ 0 and Wyn´1 fWyn´1 if bn “ 1. Repeatedly applying Theorem 1 gives
the following:
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Corollary 2. For any symmetric CQ channel W, pWynq
K » pWKq ȳn .

This is an improvement over [4], which showed that pWKq ȳn is a degraded version of pWynq
K.

3.5 Entropic relations between a channel and its dual

Entropic uncertainty relations constrain the behavior of a channel by that of its dual. In fact, due to the use
of conjugate bases and the form the dual, the entropic uncertainty relations hold with equality, not just as
inequalities, as is generally the case. Thus, the behavior of a channel is in fact completely characterized by
that of its dual.

For symmetric channels, we are often interested in the conditional entropy of the input given the output,
assuming uniform inputs; for the von Neumann or Shannon entropy this leads to the formula for capacity.
Let us define HpW q :“ HpZ |W pZqq for any of the entropy functions considered in §2. Then we have

Theorem 2. For any CQ channel W with input Z and any conditional entropy H,

HpW q `HKpWKq “ log |Z | . (36)

The proof is based entirely on the following uncertainty equality for the kinds of tripartite states that
are found in the state-based definition of the dual channel. Indeed, using (19), both entropy terms can be
computed from the state |ψyABC D: HpW q “ HpZA|Bqψ while HKpWKq “ HpXA|C Dqψ. Invoking the following
lemma with E “ B and F “ C D gives (36). Its proof is given in Appendix A.

Lemma 1. For any tripartite pure state |ψyAEF in which the unnormalized conditional states pσzqF :“ TrAEr|zyxz|AψAEF s

are pairwise disjoint, i.e. σzσz1 “ 0 for z ‰ z1, we have

HpZA|Eqψ`HKpXA|Fqψ “ log |A| , (37)

for H any entropy defined as in (1), (2), (13), or (14).

Theorem 2 has several important implications. First, from duality of min- and max-entropy, the guessing
probability of the channel is directly related to the decoupling of the dual channel. For W taking Z to B, let
PpW q “ PpZ |W pZqq and QpW q “ QpZ |W pZqq, with Z uniformly distributed. Then, taking H to be Hmin and
Hmax, respectively, leads to

Corollary 3. For any CQ channel W,

PpW q “QpWKq and (38)

QpW q “ PpWKq . (39)

Second, from self-duality of the von Neumann entropy, the capacity of the channel is determined by
the capacity of the dual, and vice versa. For IpW q :“ maxPZ

pHpZq ´HpZ |W pZqqq, since the optimal input
distribution for symmetric channels is the uniform distribution, we have

Corollary 4. For any symmetric CQ channel W with input Z,

IpW q ` IpWKq “ log |Z | . (40)

Moreover, the duality of Rényi entropies implies that the dispersions of a channel and its dual are identical.
The channel dispersion determines the second order asymptotic behavior of the maximal achievable commu-
nication rate as a function of blocklength for large blocklength [28–30], just as the capacity determines the
first order behavior. To define the dispersion, let V pZ |Bqψ :“ V pψZB, IZ bψBq and V pW q :“ V pZ |W pZqq.
Then we have

Corollary 5. For any symmetric CQ channel W,

V pW q “ V pWKq . (41)

This follows by using H“ H̄Óα, which leads to

D̄αpψZAB, IZA
bψBq ` D̄2´αpψXAC D, IXA

bψC Dq “ log |A| . (42)
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Then making use of the following, Proposition 4 in [31], gives the desired result.

d
dα

D̄αp%,σq
ˇ

ˇ

α“1 “
1
2 V p%,σq . (43)

Entropic duality also implies an interesting result on the rate of polarization of a CQ channel under re-
peated convolution, choosing among the two choices uniformly at random. Suppose Y n is a random variable
with values in t0,1un, each with the same probability. Then WY n is a random convolution of W with itself ac-
cording to the particular sequence Y n. Depending on the application, one is interested in the probability that
the resulting channel WY n is either essentially deterministic, in that HminpWY nq « 0, or essentially random, in
that HmaxpWY nq « 1. Here, and in the remainder of this section, we take the base of the logarithm to be 2.
The former case is useful in constructing codes for noisy channel communication [32] or information recon-
ciliation [33], the latter for lossy compression [34] or wiretap coding [35]. The rate of polarization refers to
how fast the min-entropy approaches 0 with increasing n or how fast the max-entropy approaches 1, and in
principle the rate of polarization to determinstic channels could be distinct from the rate of polarization to
random channels. However, combining Corollary 2 with Theorem 2 implies that the rates must be identical.
Thus, it is only necessary to establish the precise rate for only one of them. This is formalized in the following
corollary.

Corollary 6. Let W be any symmetric binary-input CQ channel. For any function f , the following are equivalent:

lim
nÑ8 PrHminpWY nq ď f pnqs “ IpW q and (44)

lim
nÑ8 PrHmaxpWY nq ě 1´ f pnqs “ 1´ IpW q . (45)

Similarly, for IpW q ă 1 and any function g, the following are equivalent:

lim
nÑ8 PrHminpWY nq ě gpnqs “ 1 and (46)

lim
nÑ8 PrHmaxpWY nq ď 1´ gpnqs “ 1 . (47)

To see this, first apply (44) to the dual channel and use (40) to obtain limnÑ8 PrHminppW
KqȲ nq ď f pnqs “

1´ IpW q. By Theorem 2, the yn such that HminppW
Kq ȳnq ď f pnq are precisely those for which HmaxpWynq ě

1´ f pnq. This implies (45). The other implications proceed similarly
Note that polarization statements are not typically made in terms of the min- or max-entropies, but in

terms of the Bhattacharyya parameter, which in the quantum case is the fidelity of the output states BpW q :“
FpW p0q, W p1qq. Following the approach of [36], in [37] it is shown that limnÑ8 PrBpWY nq ď 2´2nβ

s “ IpW q
for any β ă 1

2 and any CQ channel W . Conversely, for any β ą 1
2 we have limnÑ8 PrBpWY nq ě 2´2nβ

s “ 1.
We can relate this fidelity to the min-entropy using Lemma 6 of [38]. This gives PpW q ě 1´ 1

2 BpW q and
therefore HminpW q ď ´ logp1´ 1

2 BpW qq, which we can further bound by BpW q itself, since it takes values
in r0, 1s. Hence f pnq “ 2´2nβ

for β ă 1
2 is feasible in Corollary 6. On the other hand, the other bound

in Lemma 6 yields PpW q ď 1´ 1
2 p1´

a

1´ BpW q2q, from which the bound HminpW q ě
1
4 BpW q2 follows.

Thus, gpnq “ 2´2p2nβ´1q for any β ą 1
2 is feasible in the converse statement. A more refined analysis would

presumably show that gpnq has the same form as f pnq, but β ą 1
2 , but this is left for future work.

Using an uncertainty relation developed for channel fidelities BpW q leads to a version of Corollary 6
directly in terms of the Bhattacharyya parameter. Proposition 3.6 of [4] shows that BpW q ` BpWKq ě 1.
Thus, PrBpWY nq ě 1´ f pnqs ě PrBppWKqȲ nq ď f pnqs, which implies

lim
nÑ8 PrBpWY nq ě 1´ f pnqs ě 1´ IpW q . (48)

A corresponding upper bound follows from the converse bounds on randomness extraction, since exceeding
1´ IpW q would give a means of extracting random bits from Zn in ψbn

ZB which are uncorrelated from Bn at
a rate greater than HpZ |Bqψ. Since the fidelity uncertainty relation is an inequality, it can only be used to
show that the rate of polarization to deterministic channels implies a polarization rate to random channels,
not vice versa, as in Corollary 6.

Lemma 1 can be directly applied to source scenarios of data compression and randomness extraction, as
well as to channel scenarios. Importantly, here we are freed from the constraint of symmetry channels and
the four corollaries above can be applied to a general state |ψyABC D “

ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|zyC |ϕzyBD for arbitrary
probability distribution PZ and states |ϕzy. That is, we need not take PZ to be uniform, as in (19), though
note that XA is uniform no matter the choice of PZ . Here we have PpZA|Bqψ “ QpXA|C Dqψ, QpZA|Bqψ “
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PpXA|C Dqψ from choosing Hmin and Hmax, HpZA|Bqψ`HpXA|C Dqψ “ log |A| from the von Neumann entropy.
The dispersion argument goes through as above, so that V pZA|Bqψ “ V pXA|C Dqψ. Finally, the connection
between the rates of polarization also goes through, now using BpW q “ 2

?
p0p1FpW p0q, W p1qq, and the

bound f pnq “ 2´2nβ
for the general CQ scenario can be obtained from [38] following [33, 36, 37].

4 Codes and channels
4.1 Codes and complementarity

The notion of duality extends to include linear codes, because a linear code C and its dual CK can be combined
into a single quantum code. Here we elucidate this combination by taking a somewhat nonstandard approach
to describing a code and its dual. First consider a reversible linear transformation M from Fn

q to itself, with
prime q. We can regard the first n´ k outputs of M as defining the parity checks of a linear code C and
the remaining k outputs as specifying its encoded information. That is, if we define the pn´ kq ˆ n matrix
M̂ as the first n´ k rows of M and similarly M̄ as the last k rows, then M̂ is the parity check matrix of C
and M̄ correspond to the logical bits (message bits). Here we regard the matrix as implementing the linear
transformation by acting to the right. Now let M 1 “ pM´1qT and define M̂ 1 and M̄ 1 to be its first n´ k and
last k rows, respectively. Since MpM 1qT “ I, M̂ M̄ 1T “ 0, and therefore M̄ 1 is the parity check matrix of the
dual code CK. We will also have occasion to make use of the code CJ, whose parity check matrix is M̄ . This
is the complement of C in Fn

q in the sense that Fn
q “ C‘CJ. The dual also has a complement, call it CKJ, with

parity check matrix M̂ 1. Invertibility of M also implies M̄ M̂ 1T “ 0, meaning pCJqK “ CKJ.
We can promote M to a unitary operator U by using M on the standard basis: U “

ř

zn |Mznyxzn|. The
resulting U then necessarily has the action M 1 in the conjugate basis: U |xny “ |pM´1qT xny (here and sub-
sequently we drop the tilde and always use z refer to the standard basis or x to the conjugate basis). To see
this, just use the Fourier transform:

U |xny “
1?
qn

ÿ

zn

ωxn¨zn
|Mzny (49a)

“
1?
qn

ÿ

zn

ωxn¨M´1zn
|zny (49b)

“
1?
qn

ÿ

zn

ωpM
´1qT xn¨zn

|zny (49c)

“ |pM´1qT xny . (49d)

4.2 Encoded channel outputs by measurement

Just as the outputs of a CQ channel W and its dual can be generated by measuring an appropriate state, the
same is true for the encoded outputs of W n. However, there are additional subtleties in the encoded case that
are worth exploring first before examining duality.

Suppose we apply U to the A systems in |ψybn, using |ψy from (19). Denoting these collectively as An,
the decomposition of M is mirrored in a similar decomposition of An into the first n´ k and last k systems,
call them Â and Ā, respectively. If we call EC the encoder of the code C , then from the state

|ΨyÂĀBnCn Dn :“ UÂĀ|An |ψy
bn
ABC D (50)

we can generate both the outputs of W n ˝ EC as well as pWKqn ˝ ECK . For z̄ P Fk
q , we have

rW n ˝ EC spz̄q “ TrCn DnrpΠ0qÂb |z̄yxz̄|ĀΨÂĀBnCn Dns . (51)

The projection Π0 on Â is just |0yx0|bn´k and ensures that all the parity checks are satisfied and the projection
onto |z̄yĀ picks out the term in the superposition corresponding to the input z̄. Similarly, for x̂ P Fn´k

q ,

rpWKqn ˝ ECKsp x̂q “ TrBnr| ´ x̂yx´ x̂ |Âb pΠ̃0qĀΨÂĀBnCn Dns . (52)

Now the projection Π̃0 “ |0̃yx0̃|bk on Ā ensures that the parity checks of the dual code are satisfied. By
swapping the roles of the Â and Ā systems, we can equally-well generate the outputs of W n ˝ ECJ as well as
pWKqn ˝ ECKJ .

For symmetric channels, as we are considering here, we need not insist on using setting all the parity
checks to zero as opposed to some other value. Put differently, any parity check matrix specifies an entire
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family of codes, one for each choice of the parity check values (syndromes), and for symmetric channels all
codes lead to equivalent decoding tasks. To see this more formally, define ECpẑ, z̄q “ M´1pẑ‘ z̄q, so that the
usual encoder is ECpz̄q “ ECp0, z̄q. Now let s “ M´1pẑ ‘ 0q. By linearity ECpẑ, z̄q “ s` ECpz̄q, and therefore
by channel symmetry there exists an appropriate unitary operator Vs such that

W nps` ECpz̄qq “ VsW
npECpz̄qqV

˚
s . (53)

Hence the two channels W n ˝ ECp0, ¨q and W n ˝ ECpẑ, ¨q are equivalent. Moreover, we can allow the syndrome
to be chosen randomly, provided that it is also delivered as part of the channel output. That is, W n ˝ EC
is equivalent to the channel W 1 which takes z̄ to the pair pW n ˝ ECpẐ , z̄q, Ẑq for random Ẑ . This implies
that HpW n ˝ ECq “ HpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ for all ẑ. The latter conditional entropy is relevant in the setting of data
compression of Zn, where the decompressor will have access to Bn as well as the compressed output Ẑ . In
particular, HminpZ̄ |B

n ẐqΨ characterizes the error probability of the compression task, just as it does for the
coding task. In this sense the coding and compression tasks are equivalent for symmetric channels when using
linear codes.

Besides deterministic encoding, it is sometimes useful to employ randomized encoding in which the mes-
sage is fixed but the syndrome is chosen uniformly at random. This is particularly relevant in coding for the
wiretap channel, i.e. private classical communication. Randomized encoding will also play an important role
in duality. More formally, let RCpz̄q “

1
qn´k

ř

ẑ ECpẑ, z̄q, where the summation is to be understood as the proba-
bilistic mixture of the outputs of ECpẑ, z̄q. Since the syndrome is unknown at the channel output, the relevant
conditional entropy is HpW n ˝ RCq “ HpZ̄ |BnqΨ . This conditional entropy is also relevant in the setting of
randomness extraction from Zn relative to side information Bn, where now Z̄ is the output of the extraction
scheme.2 In particular, HmaxpZ̄ |B

nqΨ directly characterizes the closeness of the output to the ideal output,
a uniformly random string uncorrelated with system Bn. As above, randomized encoding and randomness
extraction are in this sense equivalent for symmetric channels when using linear codes.

4.3 Duality of deterministic and randomized encoding

Observe that pW n˝ECq
K fi pWKqn˝ECK since the input spaces do not match. Nor is it the case that pW n˝ECq

K
is equal or equivalent to pWKqn ˝ ECKJ . The latter would require projecting Â in |Ψy onto the conjugate basis
state |0̃ybn´k, but the construction of W n ˝ EC uses the projection onto the standard basis state |0ybn´k.
Instead, the dual converts deterministic encoding to randomized encoding, and vice versa, as formalized in
the following.

Proposition 4. For any CQ channel W and linear code C,

pW n ˝ ECq
K » pWKqn ˝ RCKJ and (54)

pW n ˝ RCq
K » pWKqn ˝ ECKJ . (55)

Proof. Consider the state |Ψ 1yÂĀBn Ĉ C̄ Dn “ UĈ C̄|Cn |ΨyÂĀBnCn Dn , which can be used to compute the two duals in
question. More explicitly, we have

|Ψ 1yÂĀBn Ĉ C̄ Dn “
1?
qn

ÿ

ẑ,z̄

|ẑyÂ|z̄yĀ|ẑyĈ |z̄yC̄ |ϕM´1pẑ‘z̄qyBn Dn . (56)

We first prove (54). Nominally, the outputs of W n ˝ EC are obtained by projecting onto |0n´kyÂ|z̄yĀ and
keeping the Bn system. As described above, we can just as well consider the equivalent scenario in which the
output is given by projecting onto |z̄yĀ and keeping the Â and Bn systems. There is no need to measure Â to
remove superpositions between different syndrome values, as these are wiped out when tracing out Cn. Thus,
the outputs of the dual pW n˝ECq

K are obtained by projecting onto |´ x̄yĀ and keeping the CnDn systems. The
projection gives

x´ x̄ |Ψ 1yÂĀBn Ĉ C̄ Dn “
1?
qn

ÿ

ẑ,z̄

x´ x̄ |z̄y|ẑyÂ|ẑyĈ |z̄yC̄ |ϕM´1pẑ‘z̄qyBn Dn . (57)

Defining |σẑyC̄Bn Dn “
1?
qk

ř

z̄ |z̄yC̄ |ϕM´1pẑ‘z̄qyBn Dn , the dual channel outputs are then given by

rpW n ˝ ECq
Ksp x̄q “ Z x̄

C̄

` 1
qn´k

ÿ

ẑ

|ẑyxẑ|Ĉ b pσẑqC̄ Dn

˘

Z´ x̄
C̄

, (58)

2Note that we are considering extraction in the case where the underlying joint quantum state is known; in the cryptographic setting
one usually considers that only a bound on the min-entropy is known.
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since tracing out Â dephases the Ĉ system.
Meanwhile, the outputs of pWKqn ˝ RCKJ are by definition % x̄ “

1
qn´k

ř

x̂pθM 1´1p x̂‘ x̄qqCn Dn , where θxn “

θx1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b θxn

. By symmetry of the θxk
,

θM 1´1p x̂‘ x̄q “ pZ M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄qqCnpθ0nqCn DnpZ M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄qq˚Cn . (59)

Observe that applying UĈ C̄|Cn to Z M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄q
Cn results in Z x̂

Ĉ
b Z x̄

C̄
, as might be expected:

UZ M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄qU˚ “
ÿ

zn

ωzn¨M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄q|MznyxMzn| (60a)

“
ÿ

ẑ,z̄

ωM´1pẑ‘z̄q¨M 1´1p x̂‘ x̄q|ẑ‘ z̄yxẑ‘ z̄| (60b)

“
ÿ

ẑ,z̄

ωẑ¨ x̂`z̄¨ x̄ |ẑyxẑ| b |z̄yxz̄| (60c)

“ Z x̂ b Z x̄ (60d)

Applying UĈ C̄|Cn to the % x̄ yields an equivalent set of outputs, namely

UĈ C̄|Cnp% x̄qCn Dn U˚
Ĉ C̄|Cn

“
1

qn´k

ÿ

x̂

Z x̂
Ĉ
b Z x̄

C̄
pθ 10nqĈ C̄ Dn Z´ x̂

Ĉ
b Z´ x̄

C̄
, (61)

where we have used |θ 10ny “ UĈ C̄|Cn |θ0y
bn. More explicitly,

|θ 10nyĈ C̄Bn Dn “
1?
qn

ÿ

ẑ,z̄

|ẑyĈ |z̄yC̄ |ϕM´1pẑ‘z̄qyBn Dn (62a)

“
1?
qn´k

ÿ

ẑ

|ẑyĈ |σẑyC̄Bn Dn . (62b)

The average over x̂ in (61) will dephase the Ĉ system, leading to equivalent output states identical to those
in (58).

To establish (55), first observe that the outputs of pW n ˝ RCq can be generated by measuring Ā of |Ψ 1y in
the standard basis and keeping just the Bn systems. Therefore the dual outputs are obtained by measuring
Ā in the conjugate basis and keeping the ÂĈ C̄ Dn systems. The projection is precisely that of (57), but now
since the dual output also includes Â, it can clearly be absorbed into Ĉ . The dual outputs are then just

rpW n ˝ RCq
Ksp x̄q » Z x̄

C̄

`

θ 10n

˘

Ĉ C̄ Dn Z´ x̄
C̄

. (63)

Note that this differs from (58) in that Ĉ is not dephased. The outputs of pW nqK ˝ ECKJ are just θM 1´1p0n´k‘ x̄q.
By the calculations above for pWKqn ˝ RCKJ , these are plainly equivalent to rpW n ˝ RCq

Ksp x̄q.

4.4 Entropic relations for codes and channels

There are entropic relationships between channels and codes just as there are for bare channels as in Theo-
rem 2. In particular, taking the base of the logarithm to be q, we have

Theorem 3. For |Ψy as in (50),

HpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ `HKpX̄ |CnDnqΨ “ k and (64)

HpẐ |BnqΨ `HKpX̂ |CnDnX̄ qΨ “ n´ k . (65)

Then, for any CQ channel W and linear code C,

HpW n ˝ ECq `HKppWKqn ˝ RCKJq “ k and (66)

HpW n ˝ RCJq `HKppWKqn ˝ ECKq “ n´ k . (67)

Proof. The latter two follow from the former by the discussion in §4.2. To establish the former, first observe
that the following two statements follow from Lemma 1:

HpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ `HKpX̄ |CnDn ẐqΨ “ k and (68)

HpẐ |BnX̄ qΨ `HKpX̂ |CnDnX̄ qΨ “ n´ k , (69)
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Compared to the statements we are trying to prove, here the entropies in the second and first terms are
additionally conditioned on Ẑ in the first equation and X̄ in the second, respectively. This conditioning can
be obtained by extending Â to two copies and conditioning on the first copy in the first term and the second
copy in the second. That is, if we define |Ψ 1yÂ1Â2ĀBnCn Dn by |Ψ 1y “ UÂ1Â2|Â|Ψy for UÂ1Â2|Â “

ř

ẑ |ẑyÂ1
|ẑyÂ2

xẑ|Â,
then HpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ “ HpZ̄ |BnÂ1qΨ1 and HKpX̄ |CnDn ẐqΨ “ HKpX̄ |CnDnÂ2qΨ1 . Applying Lemma 1 to |Ψ 1y with A
therein equal to Ā here, E “ Â1Bn and F “ Â2CnDn gives the first equality, and an entirely similar argument
gives the second.

It then remains to show that Ẑ is irrelevant in the second term of the first equation and X̄ is irrelevant
in the first term of the second. We can dispense with Ẑ in HKpX̄ |CnDn ẐqΨ since it can be obtained from Cn

anyway; it is redundant. On the other hand, we can dispense with X̄ in HpẐ |BnX̄ qΨ because tracing out CnDn

leaves the Ā system of ΨÂĀBn in a random |z̄yxz̄| state. Thus measurement of X̄ results in a random outcome,
completely independent of the remaining parts of Ψ.

Due to the connections with the source tasks of data compression and randomness extraction, Theorem 3
allows us to convert randomness extractors for symmetric sources into error-correcting codes for symmetric
channels and vice versa. This was first suggested by the author in [2], but here we can draw much tighter
conclusions. Note that this is a different relation between codes and extractors than that of e.g. Ta-Shma
and Zuckerman [39]. Even the setting therein is different; while here we consider extraction from known
sources, whereas randomness extraction in the cryptographic literature usually refers to functions which
produce randomness from sources that are only guaranteed to have a certain min-entropy. The resulting
extractor codes have codewords which are sequences running through the different seed values. This has no
analog in the present setting, as there is no seed. Instead, for a length-n code C encoding length-k messages,
the corresponding randomness extractor function is given by f pxnq “ M̄ 1xn. Observe that M̄ 1 is the generator
matrix of the code, but is used in the opposite sense by the extractor; messages mk are encoded as zn “ mk M̄ 1.

As a simple example of the use of Theorem 3, consider the recent result that Reed-Muller codes achieve
the capacity of the binary erasure channel [5]. By duality, this implies that Reed-Muller codes can also extract
randomness at the optimal rate from the source describing the joint input and output to the BEC. If M̂ is the
parity-check matrix of a Reed-Muller code used for error-correction, then the associated extractor function is
given by the matrix M̄ 1 acting to the right. This is the parity check matrix of the dual code, which is also a
Reed-Muller code. The error of the optimal decoder will translate directly into the quality of the extracted
randomness, which follows by choosing H “ Hmin in Theorem 3 just as in Corollary 3. The rates of the two
procedures are of course also linked by the relationship between M̂ and M̄ 1; since the extractor uses the
generator matrix of the code, the size of the extractor output is just the size of the code |C |. By self-duality of
the BEC, a code of size |C | with error ε for BECppq also functions as a randomness extractor of output length
|C | and quality Q “ 1´ ε from the source describing BECp1´ pq. In the limit of large blocklength, |C | will
tend to 1´ p while ε tends to zero.

This argument could just as well be run in reverse to convert an optimal-rate extractor into a capacity-
achieving channel code. It would be interesting to further investigate this possibility, for instance to construct
an optimal extractor for the dual of the BSC and thereby find a capacity-achieving code for the binary sym-
metric channel. Indeed, by the arguments in Appendix 7 of [40], this would provide a capacity-achieving
code for all symmetric binary-input channels.

Just as remarked at the end of §3.5, the first part of Theorem 3 also holds for |Ψy “ UÂĀ|A|ψybn with more

general |ψyABC D “
ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|zyC |ϕzyBD. Thus, not only can we relate entropic properties of the sources
involved in data compression and randomness extraction, but also protocols for the two. It turns out that
the sizes of the optimal data compression and randomness extraction procedures (using linear codes) satisfy
a simple relationship for any blocklength n. As in [41], let mL

ε pZA|Bqψ be the minimal compression length
of Zn relative to Bn using a linear code with error ε. By the discussion in §4.2, this is the smallest |Ẑ | such
that PpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ ě 1´ ε, for Z̄ and Ẑ obtained from code C . Similarly, following [41], let `L

ε pXA|C Dqψ be the
maximal randomness extractable by a linear function from X n, which is independent of CnDn up to quality
1´ ε2. Again by §4.2, this is the largest |X̄ | such that QpX̄ |CnDnqΨ ě 1´ ε2. This formulation ensures that
the purification distance between the actual and ideal outputs is less than ε. Then we have

Corollary 7. For any state |ψyABC D “
ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|zyC |ϕzyBD and any ε P r0, 1s,

mL
ε2pZA|Bqψ` `

L
ε pXA|C Dqψ “ n . (70)

Proof. First note that by picking H “ Hmin in Theorem 3, we have PpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ “ QpX̄ |CnDnqΨ . Now suppose
the optimal linear compression procedure with error ε2 is based on the linear transformation of Zn to com-
pressed output Ẑ , so that PpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ ě 1´ε2. Thus the transformation of X n to X̄ has QpX̄ |CnDnqΨ ě 1´ε2,
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Figure 1: Comparison of finite blocklength bounds on randomness extraction from the CQ state in (71). The
ὲ upper and lower bounds are based on information-spectrum quantities. By duality, specifically Corollary 7,

tighter bounds are available by appealing to bounds on coding rates for the binary symmetric channel. The
BSC metaconverse and lower bound are both based on the hypothesis testing quantity βε. The Poltyrev
achievability bound, based on weight spectra of linear codes, already matches the metaconverse extremely
closely for blocklengths in the hundreds: At 500 the bounds differ by just four bits! However, it becomes
time-consuming to compute for blocklengths in the thousands.

meaning `L
ε pXA|C Dqψ ě n´ log |Ẑ | “ n´ mε2pZA|Bqψ. For the opposite bound, suppose the optimal linear

extraction procedure with parameter ε uses the transformation of X n to X̄ , meaning QpX̄ |CnDnqΨ ě 1´ ε2.
The transformation from Zn to Ẑ satisfies PpZ̄ |Bn ẐqΨ ě 1 ´ ε2, implying mL

ε pZA|Bqψ ď n ´ log |X̄ | “ n ´
`L
ε2pXA|C Dqψ.

Hence bounds on randomness extraction can be applied to data compression, and vice versa, at least
for compression and extraction based on linear codes. For example, this gives a unified derivation of the
second-order asymptotic analysis of these tasks in [41]. Starting from Corollary 15 therein, mL

ε2pZA|Bqψ “
nHpZA|Bqψ`

?
nV pZA|BqψΦ

´1p1´ε2q`Oplog nqwe immediately have `L
ε pXA|C Dqψ “ nplog |A|´HpZA|Bqψq´?

nV pZA|BqψΦ
´1p1´ ε2q ` Oplog nq, which upon using the relations HpZA|Bqψ ` HpXA|C Dqψ “ log |A| and

V pZA|Bqψ “ V pXA|C Dqψ is Corollary 16. Similarly, we could start from Corollary 16 and infer Corollary
15. Note that the restriction to linear compression and extraction schemes does not affect this argument,
since the converse of each applies to linear schemes and the achievability statements are established using
two-universal hashing, which includes linear schemes.

An interesting question is how the bounds on compression and extraction compare for finite blocklength.
For example, we can significantly tighten the bounds on randomness extraction from the CQ ensemble con-
sidered in [41]. They consider the state

ψX C “
1
2

ÿ

x

|xyxx |X b pZ
x |ηyxη|Z xqC , (71)

where |ηy “
?

p|0y `
?

1´ p|1y. This is precisely the output of the dual to the binary symmetric channel,
and since compression is directly related to coding for symmetric channels, we can use bounds on the coding
problem to infer bounds on randomness extraction from ψbn. In particular, the metaconverse involving
the hypothesis-testing quantity βε applies to linear codes [29, 42][43, Lemma 4.7], as does the Poltyrev
achievability bound [44]. For versions of these bounds specifically formulated for the BSC, see Theorems 34
and Theorem 35 of [29]. Alternately, the achievability bound of Theorem 9 in [41] also involves βε, making
it easier to compute though significantly worse than the Poltyrev bound. A comparison of the bounds appears
in Figure 1. One could also investigate the comparison in the other direction, using extraction bounds for
classical side information generated by the BSC to give bounds on the coding problem for the channel with
pure state outputs. A converse for extraction in classical scenarios is formulated in [45, Lemma 19], for
instance.
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Not every extraction problem will be the dual of such a simple classical channel, particularly not one for
which very tight bounds can be readily computed. Tomamichel and Hayashi refer to bounds involving the
hypothesis-testing quantity, as we have used in the example, as giving a “microscopic” analysis of the coding
problem, and hence very tight bounds. But in general such a microscopic analysis cannot be easily performed,
and instead one has to rely on a more “macroscopic” approach, their term for employing information-spectrum
quantities (whose definition we shall not give here). Indeed, the bounds on extraction in their example are
computed using this approach. It would be interesting to compare the performance of their macroscopic
bounds on compression and extraction, in particular Theorem 17, in light of Corollary 7. We leave this
question to future work.

4.5 EXIT functions

Duality also implies that the EXIT function of a channel and code combination and that of the dual channel
and dual code combination sum to a fixed constant, the logarithm of the alphabet size. The EXIT function for
a code and channel is defined as follows. Let Zn be a random codeword in C and denote by Zi the ith bit of
Zn. For Bn “W npZnq, denote by Bn

„i everything but the ith B system. Then the EXIT function using entropy
H is

ΞHpW, Cq :“
1
n

n
ÿ

i“1

HpZi |B
n
„iq . (72)

Nominally the EXIT function is defined in terms of the von Neumann or Shannon conditional entropy, but here
will consider more general H or HK entropies. For simplicity, we omit the smooth min- and max-entropies
and show

Theorem 4. For any symmetric CQ channel W with input alphabet of size q and linear code C,

ΞHpW, Cq `ΞHKpW
K, CKq “ log q , (73)

where H is any entropy in (1) or (2).

Proof. By symmetry and the discussion in §4.2, it is sufficient to show

HpZi |B
n
„i Ẑqψbn `HKpX i |C

n
„i D

n
„i X̄ qψbn “ log q , (74)

for ψ from (19) and where Zi refers to the result of measuring the Z observable of the ith bit of An, Ẑ to the
value of the syndrome measurement, and similarly for X i and X̄ . Again the goal is to make use of Lemma 1,
though doing so requires a little work.

First note that Ẑ can be regarded as a sequence of Z-type operators, usually called stabilizers, one for each
of the rows of M̂ . That is, Ẑ “ pẐ1, . . . , Ẑn´kq, where Ẑ j “ Z M̂ j and Z v “ Z v1 b Z v2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Z vn . By employing
row reduction, we can assume without loss of generality that M̂ has only one 1 in the ith column. This implies
that only one of the stabilizers involves the ith qubit, and we can also assume without loss of generality that
it is the first. Then Ẑ1 “ Zi ¨ Z

1
1, for Z 11 a Z-type operator on the remaining n´ 1 qubits. Let us denote the set

of remaining n´ k´ 1 stabilizers Ẑ„1. By a similar procedure we can define X̄1 “ X i ¨ X
1
1 and X̄„1. The two

row reduction procedures are independent, since row reduction does not affect orthogonality.
Since the stabilizers all commute, but X i and Zi anticommute, so too do X 11 and Z 11. Now useHpZi |B

n
„i Ẑqψbn “

HpZ 11|B
n´1 Ẑ„1qψbn´1 and HKpX i |C

n
„i D

n
„i X̄ qψbn “ HKpX 11|C

n´1Dn´1X̄„1qψbn´1 from the following Lemma 2.
Projecting onto fixed values for Ẑ„1 and X̄„1 yields a pure state, and certainly Z 11 can be obtained by measur-
ing the Cn´1 appropriately. Thus, we may apply Lemma 1 to complete the proof.

Lemma 2. For a CQ state of the form ψX Y B “
1
|X |

ř

xz PY pzq|xyxx |X b |x ` zyxx ` z|Y b pσzqB, let %Y B “
ř

y PY pyq|yyxy|Y b pσyqB. Then, for any conditional entropy measure from (1) or (2),

HpX |Y Bqψ “ HpY |Bq% and (75)

HKpX |Y Bqψ “ HKpY |Bq% . (76)

The proof is given in Appendix B. EXIT functions figure prominently in the study of belief propagation
decoding [22], as well as in the recent proof by Kudekar et al. that Reed-Muller codes achieve capacity on
erasure channels [5]. Let us briefly recall their proof; we will then be able to see how Theorem 4 offers a
potential route to generalizing the argument for other channels. The proof is based on the fact that the ith
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Figure 2: EXIT function transition and capacity. The figure depicts the capacity of W ppq the BSC with
crossover probability p, the capacity of its dual W ppqK, as well as a putative EXIT function for a rate R “ 1{2

code over W ppq and EXIT function of the dual code over W ppqK. Here the EXIT function hppq displays a
sharp transition at p‹ “ 0.8 such that the capacity IpW pp‹qq « 0.6 exceeds the rate R. By duality, this implies
that the dual code, which also has rate 1{2, is reliably decodable for values of p (say 0.1) such that the rate
exceeds the capacity of W ppqK («0.47). As this cannot be the case by the converse to the noisy channel
coding theorem, it must be that the transition satisfies IpW pp‹qq “ R, i.e. p‹ « 0.11 in this example.

EXIT function (the ith term in (72) using the Shannon entropy) is the error probability of the optimal bitwise
decoder for the BEC, so that if the EXIT function is essentially zero, then decoding is reliable. For doubly
transitive codes like Reed-Muller codes, the EXIT function is the same for each codeword bit; let us define
hppq “ ΞHpBECppq, Cq as the EXIT function (using the Shannon entropy) for a given code C . Kudekar et al.
show that for doubly-transitive codes hppq exhibits a sharp transition as p increases, jumping from zero to one
in an interval that decreases with the blocklength. The location of the transition depends on the chosen code
C , and in particular it must not be so high as to imply that the code is reliably decodable above the capacity
of the channel. For BECppq the capacity is 1´ p, and therefore for given code of rate R the transition p‹ must
satisfy Rď 1´ p‹. The area theorem implies that in fact p‹ “ 1´ R, so Reed-Muller codes achieve capacity.

Theorem 4 offers two means of potentially extending this argument to more general chanels. First, one
can shift the problem of showing a transition in the EXIT function to that of the dual. To study the BSC for
instance, one could instead look at the EXIT function associated with the state in (71), which may be easier
to study with existing tools. Moreover, one can examine EXIT functions for different entropies, for example
Hmin, and still appeal to duality.

Secondly, Theorems 4 and 2 imply that, for any channel, if a sharp transition exists, it should be located
at capacity. Here we give a rough sketch of the argument, which is also illustrated in Figure 2. Let us
simplify to the case of binary input channels, q “ 2, and fix a binary code C for use on the family of channels
W ppq “ BSCppq, with p the crossover probability. Note that, by Theorem 2, the family WKppq is decreasingly
noisy with increasing p. Defining hppq “ ΞHpW ppq, Cq and hKppq “ ΞHpW ppq

K, CKq, we immediately have
hppq ` hKppq “ 1 by Theorem 4. Thus, hppq has a sharp transition if and only if hKppq does. As before, the
transition value p‹ must be constrained by the capacity, else codes with rates exceeding the capacity could
still be reliably decoded. (For the strong converse to CQ channel coding, see [46].) This means we must have
R ď IpW pp‹qq for the family W ppq, as well as RK ď IpW pp‹qKq for W ppqK, where RK is the rate of CK. But
R` RK “ 1 by construction, and IpW pp‹qq ` IpW pp‹qKq “ 1 by Theorem 2, which implies that p‹ satisfies
R“ IpW pp‹qq.

5 Discussion
We have shown that a channel and its dual are very tightly related by uncertainty relations for a general

class of entropies, and that this duality is compatible both with channel convolution as in polar coding and
with the use of linear codes and their duals. We have also investigated several consequences of duality, finding
applications to the phenomenon of polarization, the relationship between randomness extraction and coding,
as well as possible means of showing a code family achieves capacity of a given channel.
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We have confined much of our analysis to symmetric channels, though this restriction was seen to be
unnecessary in applications to source problems such as compression or randomness extraction. It would be
interesting to extend the results to nonsymmetric channels, but there appear to be some obstacles to doing
so. The chief difficulty is that we are confined to considering uniform inputs to W in order to employ the
definition of the dual using (19). For example, suppose we take W to be the classical Z channel, for which
the capacity-achieving distribution is not uniform. In anticipation of using the entropic uncertainty relation,
we could consider the state |ψyABC D “

ř

z
?

pz |zyA|zyC |ϕzyBD where p0 and p1 are the capacity-achieving
distribution and ϕz are the Z channel outputs. The capacity itself is then IpW q “ HpZAqψ ´ HpZA|Bqψ, and
HpZA|Bqψ`HpXA|C Dqψ “ log 2 certainly still holds. However, HpXA|C Dqψ is no longer immediately related to
WK. Nevertheless, for questions involving average coding error of W , where a uniform input is appropriate,
Theorems 2 and 3 continue to give meaningful relations to the dual.

The proof of Theorem 4 raises an interesting question regarding entropic uncertainty relations that, to
the author’s knowledge, has somehow eluded previous investigation. Therein it is crucial that the ith output
system be excluded from the conditioning system in order to be able to appeal to Lemma 1, though ultimately
the quantity HpZi |B

n Ẑq is perhaps more relevant. While the lemma is a novel relation in that it holds with
equality, it is still in the usual “tripartite” framework of inequality uncertainty relations as discovered in [6,
47–49]. That is, one of two (conjugate) measurements is performed on a system A and we are interested in
the conditional entropies HpXA|Eq and HKpZA|Fq for distinct E and F . Using chain rules for the von Neumann
entropy, one can convert between the tripartite and “bipartite” version which is a relation between HpXA|Eq
and HpZA|Eq. Considering HpZi |B

n Ẑq suggests a different scenario intermediate between bipartite and tri-
partite, where one is interested in a relation involving HpXA|ECq and HKpZA|FCq. Whether a useful relation
exists is an open question.
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A Entropic uncertainty relations
In the context of entropy duality, it is more convenient to describe CQ conditional entropies HpZA|Eqψ by

using isometries to generate the required state, not directly by measuring ψAE . Abusing notation somewhat,
let UXA|A “

ř

x |xyX |rxyxrx |A and UZA|A “
ř

z |zyZ |zyxz|A. Then defining ξXAE “ UXA|AψAEU˚XA|A and ηZAE “

UZA|AψAEU˚ZA|A we have HpXA|Eqψ “ HpX |Eqξ and HpZA|Eqψ “ HpZ |Eqη. It will also be useful to define

ΠXA “
ř

x |xyxx |X b | x̃yx x̃ |A, which is the projector onto the image of UXA|A.

Proof of Lemma 1. That the sum of entropies is not smaller than log |A| is the entropic uncertainty relation
of conjugate observables, first shown for the von Neumann entropy in [47], then for smooth min- and max-
entropies in [49], and generally for entropies based on divergence in [6]. Hence we need only establish the
upper bound.

To do so, first write |ψyAEF “
ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|σzyEF for
a

PZpzq|σyEF “ Axz|ψyAEF . The conditional
marginals of F are then the reduced states of |σzyEF . Since these are disjoint, the state |ψ1yAEF Z “

ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|zyZ |σzyEF
can be created locally by measuring F . Hence HKpXA|Fqψ “ HKpXA|F Zqψ1 . Furthermore, ψAE “ ψ

1
AE “

ř

z PZpzq|zyxz|A b pσzqE , and thus HpZA|Eqψ “ HpA|Eqψ1 . Therefore, we need only show that HpA|Eqψ1 `
HKpXA|Fqψ1 ď log2 |A| for states of this form. This is done for the various cases in the following Lemmas 3, 4,
5, and 6.

In fact, only the case of HÓ requires the state |ψy to have this precise form.

Lemma 3. For HÓ any conditional entropy measure as in (1) and any normalized pure state |ψyAEF Z of the form
|ψyAEF Z “

ř

z

a

PZpzq|zyA|zyZ |σzyEF with arbitrary |σzy,

HÓpA|Eqψ`HKÓ pXA|F Zqψ ď log |A| . (77)

Proof. Define |ξyXAEF Z “
ř

xzx x̃ |zy
a

PZpzq|xyX |rxyA|zyZ |σzyEF and observe that ξAE “ µA bψE and ψE “
ř

z PZpzqpσzqE By entropy duality we have HKÓ pXA|F Zqψ “ HKÓ pX |F Zqξ “´HÓpX |AEqξ. Then

´HÓpA|Eqψ “DpψAE , IAbψEq (78a)

“DpUXA|AψAEU˚XA|A, UXA|AU˚XA|AbψEq (78b)

“DpξXAE ,ΠXAbψEq (78c)

ěDpξXAE , IXAbψEq (78d)

“DpξXAE , IX bµAbψEq ´ log2 |A| (78e)

“DpξXAE , IX b ξAEq ´ log2 |A| (78f)

“´HKÓ pXA|F Zqψ´ log2 |A| . (78g)

The first equality is the definition of HÓpA|Eqψ, the second invariance of D under isometries. In the third
we use the fact that UU˚ “ Π. The inequality uses the dominance property of D, since, Π ď I, while the
following equality uses normalization. The penultimate equality uses the specific form of ξXAE , and the final
equality the entropy duality relation above.

Lemma 4. For HÒ any conditional entropy measure as in (2) and any normalized pure state |ψyAEF ,

HÒpA|Eqψ`HKÒ pXA|Fqψ ď log |A| . (79)
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Proof. We have the same entropy duality HKÒ pXA|Fqψ “´HÒpX |AEqξ, with |ξyXAEF “ UXA|A|ψyAEF . Then

´HÒpA|Eqψ “min
τ

DpψAE , IAbτEq (80a)

ěmin
τ

DpξXAE , IX bµAbτEq ´ log |A| (80b)

ěmin
σ

DpξXAE , IX bσAEq ´ log |A| (80c)

“´HKpXA|Fqψ´ log2 |A| . (80d)

The first inequality encapsulates (78b)-(78e) from the proof of Lemma 3, since these steps hold for an arbitrary
ψE .

Lemma 5. For any pure state |ψyAEF and 0ď ε ď 1,

HεminpA|Eqψ`HεmaxpXA|Fqψ ď log |A| . (81)

Proof. Define λ “ HεminpA|Eqψ and let rψAE P BεpψAEq and σE be such that rψAE ď 2´λIAbσE . Applying the
isometry UXA|A yields

rξXAE “ UXA|A rψAEU˚XA|A (82a)

ď 2´λUXA|ApIAbσEqU
˚
XA|A (82b)

“ 2´λΠXAbσE (82c)

ď 2´λIXAbσE (82d)

“ 2´pλ´log |A|qIX bµAbσE . (82e)

Note that the first step implies rξXAE P BεpξXAEq. Thus, ν“ λ´log |A| and µAbσE are feasible for HεminpX |AEqξ,
meaning

HεminpX |AEqξ ě HεminpA|Eqψ´ log |A|. (83)

Therefore the claim follows, since HεminpX |AEqξ “´HεmaxpX |Fqξ “´HεmaxpXA|Fqψ.

Lemma 6. For any pure state |ψyAEF and 0ď ε ď 1,

HεmaxpA|Eqψ`HεminpXA|Fqψ ď log |A| . (84)

Proof. Here we make use of the formulation of the smooth max-entropy as a semidefinite program and appeal
to the dual problem as given in [12]. This avoids the minimax formulation inherent in (14). For ψABR an
arbitrary purification of ψAB, we have

2HmaxpA|Bqψ “mintν : νIB ě YB, YAB b IR ěψABR, YAB ě 0u . (85)

Now consider HεmaxpX |AEqξ and let ξ̃XAE P BεpξXAEq be such that HεmaxpX |AEqψ “ HmaxpX |Eqξ̃. Next, define ν
and ỸXAEF to be the optimal variables in (85) so that ν“ 2HεmaxpX |AEqξ , while ỸAE ď νIAE and ỸXAEb IF ě ξ̃XAEF .
Our goal is to construct a feasible set of variables for HεmaxpA|Eqψ from ν and ỸXAEF .

For notational simplicity, let U be the isometry UXA|A. Defining YAE “ U˚ỸXAEU andψ1AEF “ U˚ξ̃XAEF U , we
have ψ1AEF ě YAE b IF . The partial isometry U˚ acts as a projection ΠXA and then an isometry on its support,
and thereforeψ1AEF is a possibly subnormalized pure state andψ1AEF P BεpψAEF q, since the purification distance
only decreases under projections [50, Theorem 3.4]. Furthermore, UYAEU˚ “ ΠXAỸXAEΠXA, which implies

YE “ TrXArUYAEU˚s (86a)

“ TrXArΠXAỸXAEΠXAs (86b)

ď ỸE (86c)

ď ν|A|IE . (86d)

Altogether, YAE , ψ1AEF , and λ“ ν|A| are feasible for HεmaxpA|Eqψ, meaning

2HεmaxpA|Eqψ ď |A|2HεmaxpX |AEqξ . (87)

The claim then follows because HεmaxpX |AEqξ “´HεminpXA|Fqψ.
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B Entropy simplification lemma
Proof of Lemma 2. We first prove (75). Letting σ̄ “

ř

y PY pyqσy , note that ψY B “ µY b σ̄B, and ψX Y B “

TX Y pµX b%Y qT
˚
X Y , where TX Y “

ř

x y |xyxx |X b |x ` yyxy|Y . Then, for entropies as in (1), we have

HpX |Y Bqψ “´DpψX Y B, IX bµY b σ̄Bq (88a)

“´DpµX b%Y B,µX b IY b σ̄Bq (88b)

“ HpY |Bq% . (88c)

The first equality is the definition of H, while the second follows from unitary invariance under T˚. The third
equality holds by monotonicity of D under creating and removing µX .

The argument is slightly more complicated for entropies as in (2), where we are interested in minτY B
DpψX Y B, IXb

τY Bq. Using monotonicity, we can show that without loss of generality the optimal τY B has the form µY bτB,
and so the above argument can be applied to reach the desired conclusion. Observe thatψX Y B is invariant un-
der both the operation VX Y “

ř

x y |x`1yxx |Xb|y`1yxy|Y as well as UX Y “
ř

x yω
x`y |xyxx |Xb|yyxy|Y . Let-

ting G be the group generated by these Letting Ep%X Y q “
1
d2

řd´1
j,k“0 U jV k%pU jV kq˚, we have EpψX Y Bq “ψX Y B

and EpIX bτY Bq “ IX bµY bτB. By monotonicity, then,

DpψX Y B, IX bµY bτBq ďDpψX Y B, IX bτY Bq , (89)

and therefore the optimal τY B indeed has the desired form.
Finally, for the smooth min- and max-entropies we can again appeal to monotonicity to ensure that the

optimal state in the ε-ball is also classical on X and Y (see also [50, Proposition 5.8]) and is uniform on X by
making use of the fact that ψX Y B is invariant under the map which applies T˚, traces out X , creates µX in its
place, and finally reapplies T .

Now for (76). Define the purifications

|ψyX X 1Y Y 1BR “
1?
|X |

ÿ

xz

b

PY pzq|xyX |xyX 1 |x ` zyY |x ` zyY 1 |σzyBR and (90)

|%yY Y 1BR “
ÿ

y

b

PY pyq|yyY |yyY 1 |σyyBR , (91)

where |σzyBR is a purification of σz for each z. By duality, we want to show HpX |X 1Y 1Rqψ “ HpY |Y 1Rq%. First
rewrite |ψy as

|ψyX X 1Y Y 1BR “
1?
|X |

ÿ

xz

b

PY pzq|y ´ zyX |y ´ zyX 1 |yyY |yyY 1 |σzyBR , (92)

and note that the X 1Y 1R marginal is

ψX 1Y 1R “
1
|X |

ÿ

yz

PY pxq|y ´ zyxy ´ z|X 1 b |yyxy|Y 1 b pσzqR . (93)

Let UX X 1Y 1 be the unitary which subtracts the value in the Y 1 register from the X and X 1 registers, and then
negates the latter two. For |ψ1y “ U |ψy, we have

|ψ1yX X 1Y Y 1BR “
1?
|X |

ÿ

xz

b

PY pzq|zyX |zyX 1 |yyY |yyY 1 |σzyBR (94a)

“ |ΦyY Y 1 |%yX X 1BR , (94b)

where |%yX X 1BR is just |%yY Y 1BR with Y and Y 1 relabelled X and X 1, respectively. From this expression we
immediate see that ψX X 1Y 1R “ µY b%X X 1R. Moreover, UpIX bψX 1Y 1RqU

˚ “ IX bµY 1 b%X 1R.
Therefore, for entropies H as in (1),

HpX |X 1Y 1Rqψ “´DpψX X 1Y 1R, IX bψX 1Y 1Rq (95a)

“´Dpψ1X X 1Y 1R, UpIX bψX 1Y 1RqU
˚q (95b)

“´DpµY 1 b%X X 1R,µY 1 b IX b%X 1Rq (95c)

“ HpY |Y 1Rq% . (95d)
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For entropies H involving a marginal optimization as in (2), we have

HpX |X 1Y 1Rqψ “max
τ
r´Dpψ1X X 1Y 1R, UpIX bτX 1Y 1RqU

˚qs (96)

as above. Due to the form of U , UpIX b τX 1Y 1RqU
˚ “ IX b U 1τX 1Y 1RU 1˚, where U 1 has the same action as U ,

just not applied to X . Therefore

HpX |X 1Y 1Rqψ “max
τ
r´Dpψ1X X 1Y 1R, IX bτX 1Y 1Rqs . (97)

By monotonicity we can assume the optimal τX 1Y 1R has the form µY 1 bτX 1R, at which point we can follow the
above derivation to complete the proof.
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